In an attempt to improve the performance of underactuated robotic hands in grasping, we investigate the influence of the underlying coupling mechanism on the robustness of underactuated hands to external disturbance. The coupling mechanisms used in underactuated mechanisms can be divided into two main classes based on the self-adaptive transmission used to route actuation to the degrees of freedom, namely single-acting and double-acting transmissions. The kinematic coupling constraint is always active in double-acting mechanisms, while there are specific combinations of external disturbances and mechanism parameters that render the constraint inactive in single-acting mechanisms. This paper identifies unique behaviors in terms of mechanism reconfiguration and variation in grasping contact forces that result from the underactuated hand's response to external disturbance forces and show that these behaviors are a function of the coupling mechanism, actuation mode, and contact constraints. We then present an analysis of how these behaviors influence grasping ability of the hand and discuss implications for underactuated hand design and operation.
Introduction
There has long been a desire to minimize the number of actuators in robotic hands due to the constraints on size and mass as well as the greater reliability and lower cost of simplified mechanical construction. This has been accomplished by coupling the motion of multiple joints, with many designs having fewer actuators than degrees of freedom. Such robotic hands, termed "underactuated," have shown significant benefits in grasping applications due to the passive adaptability between the degrees of freedom; that is, under certain conditions the unconstrained freedoms afford these hands an ability to conform to the environment shape without any sensing. While the performance and design of the underactuated hands when driven through internal actuation have been analyzed in prior work [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the behavior of these hands in the presence of external disturbance forces is still not well understood.
Disturbance forces can arise in several situations, including unplanned collisions, vibration or acceleration of the base, or the varying force applied by another finger, often transmitted through the object. Such disturbance forces can cause a finger to reconfigure and also affect the internal force in the coupling mechanism and the contact forces maintained with an object, potentially destabilizing the grasp. A grasp's ability to resist a force acting on an object has been studied before for a specific class of underactuated mechanisms, where the coupling constraint between the actuator and the degrees of freedom is always active, by constructing an energy landscape as the object in pulled in different directions [6] . However, the above study did not focus on the mechanism's reconfiguration due to the disturbance force when the hand is operated in different control modes. Also, there exist underactuated mechanisms where the coupling constraint can become inactive under certain conditions, and these mechanisms exhibit a significantly different response to external disturbances.
The two classes of transmission mechanisms we refer to are single-acting mechanisms and double-acting mechanisms. Singleacting mechanisms control either the flexion or extension of the finger (see Fig. 1(a) ). This is achieved using an actuator that can only pull (for example, a single cable routing) or push (for example, a plunger), and the reverse motion is achieved using springs. Examples of robotic hands with single-acting mechanisms include the SDM [1] , Balance Bar [7] , and 100G robotic hands [8] .
In contrast, double-acting mechanisms control both the flexion and the extension motion of the fingers (see Fig. 1(c) ). This is achieved through different methods, such as four-bar linkages, double cable routing, or gears. Examples of robotic hands with double-acting mechanisms include the Laval Hands [9, 10] , SPRING [11] , Southampton [12] , Graspar [13] , BarrettHand [14] , and Obrero [15] robotic hands.
The key difference between the two classes of underactuated mechanisms is that under certain conditions, the single-acting mechanism's coupling constraint can become inactive. This happens, for example, when the cable becomes slack due to external disturbances (see Fig. 1(b) ). In contrast, the constraint is always active in a double-acting mechanism. To our knowledge, prior work has studied underactuated mechanisms only when the constraint is active.
The primary contribution of this paper is analyzing the disturbance response of single-acting underactuated mechanisms when the coupling constraint becomes inactive, focusing on the mechanism's reconfiguration and the variation in contact and actuator forces due to the disturbance. We first present a framework for studying the disturbance response of underactuated hands, taking into consideration the kinematics of the coupling mechanism, contact constraints, and actuator control modes. Then, in Sec. 3, we present the results from an analysis of the disturbance response of two-link single-acting and double-acting underactuated fingers under different conditions. Finally, in Sec. 4, we present a discussion of the interesting behaviors arising from the combination of control modes and the coupling mechanisms and how understanding the entire parameter subspace can inform the design and operation of underactuated hands. Portions of this paper have been published in Refs. [16, 17] , but those papers did not focus on the disturbance response of underactuated mechanisms in the presence of object contact. kinematics of the coupling constraint, (2) the kinematics of contact, and (3) static balance in the presence of actuator and contact constraints. We will use a two-link revolute-revolute finger with a single actuator for this study (see Fig. 2 ). For simplicity, we consider contact and external disturbances on the distal link only, which is similar to conditions during precision grasping. Indeed, large external disturbances are most likely to occur on the distal link as it is more likely to make contact with objects in the external environment [18] .
Kinematics of the Coupling Mechanism.
The coupling between an underactuated mechanism's actuator and the degrees of freedom may be expressed as a first-order differential equation
and actuator variable h a . In cable-driven mechanisms, the actuator variable h a may be defined as the angle traveled by the actuator pulley over which the cable travels, while in linkage-driven mechanisms, the actuator variable h a may be defined as the angle traveled by the actuating link. For cable-driven underactuated mechanisms such as the SDM hand, the kinematics of the coupling mechanism may be expressed as
where r 1 and r 2 represent the pulley radii (assuming unit radius for the actuator pulley). For four-bar linkage-driven underactuated mechanisms such as the SARAH hand, the kinematics of the coupling mechanism may be expressed as
where R represents the transmission ratio of the mechanism. Note that for a four-bar linkage mechanism, the transmission ratio R is a function of joint configuration h and link lengths. For the instantaneous analysis at a given configuration h in this paper, the transmission ratio R is treated as a constant. A closer analysis of Eqs. (1) and (2) shows that the kinematics of both cable-driven mechanisms and linkage-driven mechanisms may be expressed as [18] dh a ¼ J a dh
where J a ¼ a 1 a 2 ½ represents the mechanism's actuator Jacobian [19] . For linkage-driven systems, a 1 equals 1 and a 2 equals R. For cable-driven systems, a 1 equals r 1 and a 2 equals r 2 . For both types of systems, the transmission ratio may be defined as R ¼ a 2 =a 1 .
The kinematic representation (3) of the coupling mechanism makes it straightforward to study different mechanisms such as nonbackdrivable systems, where the actuator position is fixed unless it is driven internally, by setting the constraint
The same constraint (4) occurs even in situations where the actuator position is locked intentionally, for example, after the finger reaches a certain configuration. This operation mode, which we term the position-control mode, is a key focus of this paper. The position-control mode is advantageous from a power consumption standpoint since the actuator position may be locked without continuous actuator use. The common structure of existing underactuation hands' coupling mechanisms (given by Eq. (3)) induces the hands to behave in a similar fashion when driven internally by the actuator [2] . However, as will be shown, these mechanisms behave differently in the presence of disturbance forces.
2.2
The Kinematics of Contact. The contact that occurs between the robot finger and the object during the grasping process imposes additional constraints on the motion of the finger. In this paper, we assume for simplicity that the contact point is fixed in space (similar to Ref. [2] ), while permitting the contact point on the distal link to slide when static friction is overcome. This condition is similar to a situation where the object is held stationary by ground friction or other fingers as the finger slides on the object. By differentiating the X and Y coordinates of the contact point with respect to the variables representing joint configuration and the contact location on the distal link, the contact constraints may be expressed as (6) represents the contact Jacobian,
, a, the distance of the contact location from the distal joint, and l 1 , the proximal link length. Note that each row of J c is associated with a contact force 
which indicate the tangential and normal contact forces required to maintain contact. Note that the finger maintains contact with the object only when the normal contact force is positive. The tangential contact force represents the frictional force required to maintain equilibrium. Note that these contact forces are different from the disturbance force, f e 2 R.
Static
Balance in the Presence of Actuator and Contact Constraints. Once the robotic hand is placed in a specific configuration through internal actuation, an external disturbance force, f e 2 R, can cause the robotic hand to change configuration. The external force could be applied, for example, by the other fingers through the object. The magnitude and direction of dh in the joint configuration space depends on factors such as (1) the coupling mechanism, (2) the direction, magnitude, and location of the disturbance force (considered positive in the flexion direction), (3) joint stiffness, (4) the hand control mode, and (5) the contact constraints. This section describes the change in robot configuration as a function of all five factors (assuming disturbance forces normal to the links).
The configuration change dh for an external force f e can be quantified using a Lagrangian view of the work done by the external forces and the energy stored in the springs in the presence of the actuation and contact constraints [20] . Specifically, we can define the Lagrangian L 2 R as
where dW s represents the work done on the springs, dW e the work done by the external forces, dW a the work done on the actuator, and dW c the virtual work done at the contact location. The work done on the spring dW s ¼ À1=2dh T K j dh and the work done by the external forces dW e ¼ f e (J e Á dh) [21] are similar in form for all of the underactuated mechanisms we consider. Here,
represents joint stiffness, and
the disturbance force Jacobian that maps external disturbances to joint torques [2] . While this formulation assumes that the external disturbance can slide on the link without friction, friction models can also be incorporated to represent disturbance forces of arbitrary direction. If the finger makes contact with an object (see Sec. 2.2), the virtual work at the contact location given by dW c ¼ (
must equal zero [22] , where
represents the contact force in the X and Y directions to maintain stability prior to the application of external disturbance f e . The work done on the actuator W a , however, takes different forms depending on the control mode the mechanism is operated in (see Table 1 ). In the force-control mode (that is, actuator force is controlled to be constant while actuator position can vary), the work is "real." In contrast, if the robot is in position-control mode (that is, the actuator position is held fixed and the actuator force can vary, (4)), the "virtual" work must equal zero [22] . In the work equation for the position-control mode, p is the pretension in the actuating mechanism that ensures mechanism stability prior to the application of external disturbance f e .
By taking derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the variables and any Lagrange multipliers, we can derive the static balance equations for each control mode [20] (see Table 1 ).
A closer look at the static balance equations reveals that the system response in the decoupled mode (that is, the actuator applies no load or position constraint, such as the case when a tendon goes slack) is shaped primarily by the joint stiffnesses K 1 and K 2 . The system response in the force-control mode is shaped by the joint stiffnesses K 1 and K 2 , the constant actuation force f a , and pulley radii r 1 and r 2 . Thus, the system response in the forcecontrol mode may be viewed as a modified version of the system response in the decoupled mode, since the only difference is the work done on the actuator. The performance of underactuated mechanisms in force-control mode has been analyzed in depth in prior work (even in the presence of contact constraints) [2] , but an explicit analysis of their disturbance response has not been done.
The system response in the position-control mode without contact is shaped by the joint stiffnesses K 1 and K 2 and the pulley radii ratio R (due to the actuator position constraint), and the actuator pretension p. The position-control constraint (4) implies that the proximal and distal-joint configuration changes are opposite in sign for external disturbance forces (if the mechanism can move). Also, the disturbance forces can affect the internal coupling force, and even cause it to become zero and nullify the actuator constraint in the case of a single-acting mechanism. Then, the mechanism transitions from the "position-control mode without contact" state to the "decoupled mode" state. Thus, the static balance for a single-acting mechanism in position-control mode represents a hybrid system where the response can be significantly different under different conditions. Interestingly, the system is immobile in position-control mode in the presence of contact (see Table 1 ). Specifically, the three constraints, namely, fixed actuator position and the contact constraints in Eq. (5), prevent any reconfiguration for any external disturbance forces. The only effect of the disturbance force is to 
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The mechanism is placed in position-control mode after making contact with the object modify the internal coupling force and the contact forces. Note that certain disturbance forces can cause any one of the constraints to break, depending on the pre-existing conditions (namely cable pretension p and pre-existing contact forces k c0 ). Once a constraint is broken, the mechanism can reconfigure subject to the remaining constraints, again indicating that the static balance for an underactuated mechanism in contact is also a hybrid system. It is straightforward to interpret the mechanism's reconfiguration as the mechanism's compliance C at the contact point
where dh 2 R represents the deviation of the disturbance force location in the force's direction v ¼ s 12 Àc 12 .
Results
We use the SDM hand [23] as an exemplar of a single-acting mechanism and the SARAH hand [9] as an exemplar of a doubleacting mechanism to present the results from the simulations of the models presented in Sec. 2. The results focus on three aspects of the disturbance response: mechanism reconfiguration, contact force variation, and actuator force variation. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 explore mechanism reconfiguration and compliance in the absence of contact. Section 3.3, however, explores the variation in the contact forces and actuator forces in the presence of object contact. Table 2 shows the set of parameters that were used in this analysis.
Mechanism Reconfiguration Due to Disturbance in the
Absence of Object Contact. The contour plots shown in Fig. 3 illustrate the change in distal-joint configuration dh 2 of a two-link mechanism as a function of the magnitude and direction of the disturbance force (horizontal axis) and the disturbance force location (vertical axis) in the absence of contact. Note that similar contour plots can be derived for the change in proximal joint configuration dh 1 . Figure 3(a) shows the results for a decoupled system. As expected, the distal joint closes in (dh 2 positive) for flexion external forces and opens out (dh 2 negative) for extending external forces. The proximal link's behavior is also qualitatively similar, but the exact values will depend on the proximal joint stiffness. The system response in force-control mode is similar to the system response in the decoupled mode, except that the constant actuator force gives a small offset to the contour magnitudes. Due to the relative simplicity of the force-control response behavior, the rest of this paper will focus on the response in position-control mode.
The configuration change is significantly different for a doubleacting mechanism in position-control mode (see Fig. 3(b) ). Here, we see a critical distal force location b at which the mechanism does not move (dh 2 ¼ dh 1 ¼ 0) for any external force, indicating that the mechanism is very stiff when the disturbance force is applied at that location. This location has been termed the equilibrium point for the mechanism in prior work [2, 24] . We also see that the direction of distal-joint motion for the same disturbance force changes depending on whether the disturbance force is located proximal or distal to the equilibrium point. The equilibrium point may be considered as a point about which the distal link pivots when it reconfigures due to a disturbance force.
The equilibrium point is a function of the mechanism design parameters such as proximal link length l 1 , the pulley radii ratio R, and distal-joint angle h 2 , and has the form e ¼ l 1 Rcosh 2 =(1 À R). This indicates that the equilibrium point could be beyond the distal link tip as the transmission ratio approaches unity. In contrast, the equilibrium point moves proximal on the distal link as the pulley radii ratio R decreases toward unity, indicating that the equilibrium point could be below the distal joint.
Figure 3(c) shows the distal-joint configuration change dh 2 for a single-acting mechanism in position-control mode. The system response is a hybrid between the behavior in decoupled mode (right of the dashed line) and the behavior of a double-acting mechanism in position-control mode (left of the dashed line) seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . The dashed line represents the combination of disturbance force magnitude f e and location b at which the internal coupling breaks down (for example, the cable going slack in the SDM hand). This dashed line is a function of the tendon pretension (p ¼ 10 N in this example), and would lie on the f e ¼ 0 line if the pretension p was zero. The transition from a position-control mode to a decoupled mode produces interesting behavior when either the disturbance force f e or its location b is small (region ABCDE in Fig. 3(c) ). The distal-joint reconfiguration goes from flexion to extension to flexion in a small force range with force location 0.04 m < b < 0.075 m. As a result, there exists a dh 2 ¼ 0 contour to the right of the dashed line also. Figure 4 shows the combination of disturbance force on the distal link and its location that nullifies a pre-existing internal coupling force (varied here between p ¼ À40 N and p ¼ 40 N). Note that pretension can be positive or negative for double-acting systems, but can be either only positive or only negative for singleacting mechanism. The contours in this plot are similar to the dashed red line in Fig. 3(c) . (10), we can compute the compliance of both a single-acting and double-acting underactuated mechanism at the disturbance force location. Figure 5 shows the variation in compliance of a doubleacting mechanism in position-control mode. We now analyze the variation in compliance across the rows and columns of the subfigures to study the effect of the joint-stiffness ratio K r and the distal-joint configuration h 2 . As expected, as the joint-stiffness ratio increases from K r ¼ 0.5 to K r ¼ 10, the overall compliance decreases. It is interesting to note that the equilibrium point does not vary with the joint-stiffness ratio K r .
As the distal-joint configuration h 2 increases from h 2 ¼ p=6 to h 2 ¼ p=3, the compliance also decreases. This is expected because the moment arm of a normal force on the distal link about the proximal joint decreases as the distal-joint angle h 2 increases. An interesting aspect not shown in these plots is that the equilibrium point curve shifts rapidly towards the b ¼ 0 and R ¼ 1 locations as the distal link approaches the perpendicular configuration (h 2 ¼ p=2). This indicates that at large flexion angles, the mechanism exhibits large stiffness only when the normal disturbance force is very close to the distal joint or when the pulley radius ratio R is close to unity. The condition R ¼ 1 is particularly interesting, since in this situation the proximal joint motion is exactly opposite to the distal-joint motion, causing the distal-joint configuration to be fixed relative to a world coordinate frame.
For extension disturbance forces, a single-acting mechanism like the SDM hand in position-control mode behaves identical to the double-acting mechanism since the coupling constraint is active (see Fig. 5 ). However, a single-acting mechanism in position-control mode exhibits bimodal compliance for a flexion disturbance force (see Fig. 6 ), depending on if the internal coupling is active. Indeed, a large enough flexion force can cause the internal coupling force to become zero, rendering the coupling constraint inactive. These results are similar to those seen in Fig. 3(c) .
In Fig. 6 , the thin (red) lines in the left region represent the compliance contours when the joints are still coupled, and the compliance behavior of the single-acting mechanism is identical to the compliance of a double-acting mechanism in this region. However, certain parameter combinations (indicated by the solid Fig. 4 Contact force and location combinations that nullify the pretension p in the actuator Fig. 5 Variation of the compliance (mm=N) of an underactuated mechanism with an active coupling constraint (such as in a double-acting mechanism). The parameters explored are distal link configuration h 2 , joint-stiffness ratio K r , the pulley radius ratio R, and disturbance force location b. The joint-stiffness ratio K r increases from left to right across the subfigures and the joint angle h 2 increases from top to bottom across the subfigures. The disturbance force f e had a value of 5 N in this analysis. red line) can render the coupling constraint inactive. The parameter space to the right of this line represents the region when the joints are decoupled. Note that the boundary between these regions is a function of the pretension p in the system and shifts to the right as the pretension increases.
We notice that the compliance is generally higher in the decoupled region when compared with the region when the joints are coupled. This is expected since most of the stiffness for the underactuated mechanism in position-control mode comes from the coupling mechanism. Also, the variation of mechanism compliance with pulley radius ratio R in the decoupled state is much lower than in the coupled state. While one may have expected the decoupled compliance to be independent of pulley radius ratio R, the single-acting mechanism actually transitions from a constraint-active state to a decoupled state. Thus, the effect of pulley radius ratio R on compliance in the constraint-active state carries over to the effective compliance even in the decoupled state.
Trade-offs in Object Contact Forces and Actuator
Forces Due to Disturbance. As discussed in Sec. 2.3, a two-link underactuated mechanism in contact with an object and placed in position-control mode is immobile to external disturbances. Also, when the finger makes contact with the object during the grasping process, the initial contact force k c0 and actuator force p magnitude may be volitionally set before the mechanism is placed in position-control mode.
However, the disturbance forces do affect the contact force and the internal coupling force, and this section identifies how the contact location and the mechanism's equilibrium point influence the disturbance response. Note that this analysis applies to both single-acting and double-acting mechanisms since the coupling constraint is assumed to be active initially.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the slopes of the variation in normal contact force and actuator force with respect to a variation in the disturbance force, that is, dk n =df e and dk a =df e (hereafter, referred to as just "slopes"), as a function of the disturbance force location. If the disturbance force produces a large moment, then it can cause one of the constraints to break down. Specifically, looking at Fig. 7(a) , a positive disturbance force acting at b ¼ 0.02 m would cause both the normal contact force and the actuator force to increase. A negative disturbance force would cause the normal contact force and the actuator force to decrease. For a large enough (negative) disturbance force, the contact force could become zero in which case the finger loses contact with the object and the contact constraint becomes inactive. Note that in a double-acting mechanism, the coupling constraint would always be active even if the internal coupling force became negative.
However, for a single-acting mechanism, the internal coupling force could become zero and cause the mechanism to enter the decoupled state (with contact). Interestingly, the slopes of the normal contact force and the internal coupling force are different and thus, which constraint first becomes inactive depends on the initial values of the normal contact force and the actuator force. Thus, the initial conditions and the disturbance determine which constraints breaks first. This is important since it determines how the mechanism subsequently reconfigures.
The slopes change with the disturbance force location as well. If the disturbance force acts at the contact location, then the actuator force does not change (actuator force slope is zero), but the normal contact force increases with unit slope. If the disturbance force acts at the equilibrium point, then the contact force does not change (contact force slope is zero), but the actuator force increases proportionally. For other disturbance force locations, the slopes change at different rates. Section 4.2 offers insight into how the slopes vary with the location of the disturbance force relative to the contact point and the equilibrium point.
From this analysis, we notice that the hybrid nature of the static balance in the presence of actuation and contact constraints Fig. 6 Variation of the compliance (mm=N) of an underactuated mechanism where the coupling constraint can become inactive (such as in a cable-driven single-acting mechanism in position control mode). The parameters explored are distal link configuration h 2 , joint stiffness ratio K r , pulley radius ratio R, and distal force location b 2 . The joint-stiffness ratio K r increases from left to right across the subfigures and the joint angle h 2 increases from top to bottom across the subfigures. The thick solid line represents the parameter combinations at which the mechanism transitions into the decoupled mode. The thin lines represent parameter combinations at which the joints are coupled, and the dotted lines represent parameter combinations at which the joints are completely decoupled. The disturbance force f e had a value of 5 N in this analysis.
greatly influences mechanism behavior. Section 4 provides an analysis of how this behavior of underactuation mechanisms influences grasping performance.
Discussion
To our knowledge, the only previous study of the disturbance response of underactuated mechanisms focused on the wholehand response to a constant force acting on the object for a specific double-acting mechanism. In this paper, we have identified key differences in the response of underactuated mechanisms that arise from the coupling mechanism and the operational control mode. Most previous studies of underactuated hands have explored design issues focused on favorable behavior when the actuator force is controlled [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Even though we consider only a simple two-link finger in this paper, a close analysis in positioncontrol mode provides insight into the behavior of general underactuated mechanisms.
The discussion focuses on four aspects of the external disturbance response of underactuated mechanisms: (1) the grasping behaviors exhibited in the absence of object; (2) the role played by the equilibrium point on the object contact forces; (3) exploiting the robot design parameters to improve the disturbance performance; and (4) limitations of the current analysis.
Grasping Behaviors Resulting From Mechanism
Reconfiguration in the Absence of Object Contact. When an underactuated mechanism is not fully constrained due to the contacts with the environment, external forces will cause it to reconfigure. This reconfiguration can lead toward either increased or decreased grasping ability, depending on the joint motions. Figure  8 shows the general joint configuration change space for any twolink finger for a nominal configuration. Note that this figure only shows the space of relative joint angle changes that might happen due to reconfiguration at the nominal configuration and is not a function of disturbance force or actuation mode. The regions represent four grasp behaviors, (1) squeeze, (2) cage, (3) eject, and (4) release, which are all described in Table 3 . These regions are based on the direction of potential fingertip movement in the X-direction (the red solid line) and proximal joint configuration change for the nominal configuration. The (red) solid line in Fig. 8 indicates reconfigurations where the tip motion in the X-direction is zero (given by reconfigurations that satisfy (l 2 s 12 )dh 2 þ (l 1 s 1 þ l 2 s 12 )dh 1 ¼ 0) and is a function of finger configuration and finger length parameters. Prior work in grasping has also explored the eject [2, 25] (albeit in a different form), cage [26] [27] [28] [29] , and hold [30] behaviors.
Unfortunately, there is no accepted metric in the literature for ranking the utility of such grasp acquisition behaviors. In this paper, we use a simple yet novel method for qualitatively ranking grasp behaviors. Assuming an object with circular cross section and the goal of increasing the potential for contact with the object, we rank the various grasping behaviors in decreasing order of preference as squeeze, cage, eject, and release.
The coupling mechanism in underactuated fingers precludes the possibility of arbitrary configuration change. In force-control mode or the decoupled mode, the direction of motion of the proximal joint and distal joint would be identical, indicating a positive slope in the joint configuration space. Figure 9 (a) shows an interpretation of the contour plots shown in Fig. 3(a) as grasp behaviors, with each region corresponding to a particular grasp behavior for the decoupled mode.
Interesting behaviors arise when the mechanism is operated in position-control mode. An active coupling constraint enforces the proximal and distal joints to move in opposite directions. Interestingly, if the pulley radius ratio R is less than 0.61, then the mechanism exhibits only cage and eject behaviors under Fig. 7 Ratio of external force magnitude to the change in object contact normal force and actuator force for object contact on each side of the equilibrium point. The equilibrium point e is indicated by 3 in the inset figure and the object location constraint is proximal to the equilibrium point in the (a) and distal in (b). position-control mode at the chosen nominal configuration. If the pulley radius ratio R is greater than 0.61, then the mechanism exhibits only squeeze and release behaviors under positioncontrol mode at the chosen nominal configuration. Furthermore, Figure 9 (b) shows that the grasping behavior is a function of the direction and location of the external force (for R ¼ 0.6).
The position-control constraint can break down in single-acting mechanisms (due to the cable becoming slack, for instance), and thus they exhibit a bimodal behavior to external disturbances, in contrast to double-acting mechanisms which offer a smooth variation in response in position-control mode. As shown in Fig. 9(c) , we notice that the single-acting mechanism exhibits cage, eject, and squeeze behaviors at the nominal configuration, depending on the disturbance force.
Interestingly, hands with single-acting mechanisms produce an ejection behavior for small external loads (region ABCDE in Fig. 3(c) ), but transition into squeeze behavior for larger forces. If the eject behavior for small loads (region ABCDE) is to be eliminated in cable-driven systems (since it is less preferred than the squeeze behavior), we infer from Figs. 3(c) and 4 that the pretension must be zero. In such a condition, any flexion load will cause the mechanism to enter the squeeze behavior. However, a zero pretension in the actuation mechanism is not always possible, particularly when the hand is already applying forces to a grasped object. The key aspect of the single-acting mechanism is that it naturally complies with external forces when the coupling constraint becomes inactive. Thus, the single-acting mechanism is better than a double-acting mechanism during the grasping process at this nominal configuration, since the eject behavior region of the single-acting mechanism is smaller than the eject behavior region for a double-acting mechanism. Indeed, proper choice of coupling ratio (and subsequent equilibrium point) can put the upper eject region off of the link, and minimizing the tendon tension can minimize the lower region, thus making nearly all possible disturbance forces result in desirable cage or squeeze behaviors.
The
Effect of Disturbances and the Equilibrium Point on Grasp Contact Forces. Section 3.3 showed that the change in object contact force in relation to the external disturbance was largely a function of disturbance force location and the relationship between the equilibrium point and the contact location. The key factor in determining the sign of the slopes for both actuator force and the normal contact force is the point about which the distal link pivots instantaneously. Specifically, in Fig. 7(a) , if the disturbance force acts proximal to the contact location, then the distal link pivots about the contact location, causing the actuator forces and contact forces to increase for positive disturbance forces. In contrast, if the disturbance force acts distal to the equilibrium point, then the distal link pivots about the equilibrium point, causing the actuator forces and contact forces to decrease for positive disturbance forces. For disturbance forces applied at in-between locations, the slopes differ accordingly. Interestingly, Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) also indicate that the relative position of the equilibrium point and the contact location also influences the slopes since the pivot point differs.
Since the stability of an object within a grasp is a function of contact forces, a decreasing contact force is undesirable. For example, Fig. 7 shows that even flexion disturbances can cause the normal contact force to decrease in position-control mode. Although not shown in Fig. 7 , a decoupled single-acting system will generate an increase in object normal force for all flexion disturbances located on the distal link. For this reason, the breakdown in coupling constraint seen in single-acting systems can ameliorate the effects of external disturbances on object contact forces.
Design of Underactuated Hands.
A key result in this paper is identifying the parameter space where the coupling constraint becomes inactive in single-acting mechanisms. The constraint becoming inactive in an underactuated mechanism does have benefits, as it provides a desirable disturbance rejection behavior by yielding to the external disturbance force by curling in naturally and improving the grasp potential (see Fig. 10(a) where the finger envelopes the object). In contrast, a doubleacting mechanism where the constraint is always active exhibits complex reconfiguration which can negatively influence a grasp (see Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) where only one link closes in on the object).
The parameter space where the coupling constraint becomes inactive increases for lower pretension values, suggesting that pretension should be kept as small as possible to ensure a natural curling to external disturbances (see Fig. 6 ). Also, this parameter subspace increases with larger joint-stiffness ratio K r . This accords with previous results that showed that the distal joint should be much stiffer than the proximal joint in order to retain a desirable hand grasping configuration in the presence of object contact forces [31] . Independently, it has also been shown that a higher joint-stiffness ratio K r helps in grasp stability as well [32] .
The equilibrium point has been used in previous work as the point toward which a precision grasp's contacts slide (when internally actuated) for the grasp to become stable [2] . Thus, underactuated hands have been designed to locate the equilibrium point within the distal link, without which the object may be ejected. From our analysis of the response of the fingers to external disturbance (see Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)), we notice that another aspect of the equilibrium point may be exploited as well. Both the double-acting and single-acting mechanisms in position-control mode transition between different behaviors (cage and eject in this instance) at the equilibrium point. Thus, the finger could be designed to place the equilibrium point so as to maximize the areas of desired motion across the mechanism's joint configuration space. More work is required to provide a unified view of underactuated grasping in the light on internal actuation and external disturbances. It is also interesting to note that since the joint stiffnesses do not affect the equilibrium point, they can be chosen based on other factors. For instance, the ratio of the joint stiffnesses can be set in order to ensure that the proximal joint closes in on an object at a faster rate than the outer joint when actuated to ensure maximum grasping ability in the presence of uncertainty [33] .
Limitations of Current Analysis.
During the grasping process, a robotic finger experiences a variety of disturbance forces as well as contact constraints (rolling and sliding on the object). In this paper, we have used a simple contact model where the contact location is fixed in a spatial frame, used normal disturbance forces that act only on the distal link and change orientation with it, and assumed sufficient frictional forces. The primary reason is to focus on the interesting bimodal disturbance response of the single-acting mechanism in position-control mode through an instantaneous quasi-static analysis, which to our knowledge has not been explored before. Note that the fixed contact point model is similar to the situation when the object is held fixed by ground friction or the other fingers, and the moving disturbance force is also similar to the forces acting on the finger through the object.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented, to our knowledge, the first analysis of single-acting and double-acting underactuated mechanisms that focuses on the differences in the behaviors exhibited in the presence of external disturbances. While both systems utilize clever adaptive mechanisms that couple the motion of the actuator and joints in nominal conditions, the coupling constraint can become inactive in single-acting mechanisms. This produces significantly different joint reconfiguration behaviors in underactuated hands during the process of grasping an object. Using simulation models to study the external disturbance response, we notice that there are advantages to the coupling constraint becoming inactive, since the single-acting mechanism complies with the external force and thus can adapt to the object shape. Finally, by noticing that the equilibrium point is a critical element that determines these behaviors, we have provided suggestions to exploit the mechanism's parameters to place the equilibrium point to improve performance. 
